Growing a sentence

LI: We are learning to improve sentences by adding more details.

Can you make a simple sentence grow by adding these different details?

1 star challenge – grow 2 sentences
2 Star challenge – grow 3 sentences
3 star challenge – grow 5 sentences

Remember to include capital letters, full stops and finger spaces. The sentences can be about anything you like the more creative the better.

Example sentence

What: I waited in line.

1. +Adjective: I waited in a lengthy line.

2. +When: Last night I waited in a lengthy line.

3. +Where: Last night, at the shop. I waited in a lengthy line.

4. +How: Last night, at the shop. I waited impatiently in a lengthy line.

5. +Why: Last night, at the shop. I waited impatiently in a lengthy line because only one till was open for the whole shop!